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Across

4. What music notes is written on

6. Needs to be used to play an instrument 

louder

7. British word for quarter note

12. 1 of the main clefs

15. The notes that are slashed are called

17. Amount of sizes saxophones come in

18. British word for whole note

20. Normally major and minor scale usually 

consists of how many notes

22. British word for eighth note

23. Played with a bow but it’s not a violin

24. What needs to be produced by your mouth 

to play a woodwind instrument

25. When a song/chord/scale is minor, the 

sound produced sounds...

27. 1 of the main clefs

30. Very large instrument with 88keys

Down

1. How many lines in a stave

2. The “best friend” of a major scale is called 

...

3. When a song/chord/scale is major, the 

sound produced sounds...

5. British word for sixteenth note

8. Needs to be plugged into an amp but has 4 

strings

9. Instrument family played by hitting it

10. What shape does a keyboard have

11. What lowers a note down a semitone

13. Technically how many notes is there

14. How many basic notes are there

16. What returns a note to its original 

position

19. There’s an octave above so the other 1 is 

an octave ...

21. How many clefs are there

26. British word for half note

28. What raises a note up a semitone

29. Instrument family where the sound is 

produced by air


